2002 jeep liberty 3.7 engine diagram

Log in or Sign up. Does coolant flow through 3. Jan 12, at AM 1. My wife's K mile 3. I pulled the
plugs and there was one that looked steam cleaned coolant in combustion chamber , but the
compression check was consistent across all cylinders. So were is the coolant coming from? Is
there coolant in the intake manifold? That's the only other possibility I can think of. Jan 12, at
AM 2. See the responses to your other thread Jan 12, at AM 3. This diagram shows a coolant
temp sensor item 3 , which leads me to believe that there is coolant somewhere in there.
Manifolds, Intake and Exhaust, 3. Jan 12, at PM 4. I looked at my FSM, and don't believe there is
coolant in the manifold. From what I could tell from the pic in the FSM, it looks like the temp
sensor installs right in front of the manifold. I would verify this by looking directly, but our KJ is
in the body shop right now. Jan 12, at PM 5. Jan 12, at PM 6. Other engines do have coolant
flowing through the intake the Ford 3. Jan 13, at PM 7. Pretty much any engine with a plastic
intake manifold does not have coolant running through it. Jan 13, at PM 8. Jan 14, at AM 9. Jan
14, at AM Jan 14, at PM You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your
name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? I had all timing marks lined up, and the book says to rotate
the engine twice and the marks should line back up. But of course they did not, both cam
chains were off, everything else seem to stay lined up. Would being 1 tooth off cause this, or do
I need to have all the slack at the bottom of the chain while installing the guides? Was this
answer helpful? Otherwise you'll need to rent a book on this as it's way to much for us to send
to you Images Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? Side cylinder head was recently
replaced due to 6 having a bent valve. Now I have codes for multi misfire and 6 again. Ran
compression test, no compression on entire cylinder head, 2, 4, 6, had 20psi. Driverside had psi.
I took off timing cover. Chain was tight, with cam gear at level at 12 O'clock, crank marks lined
up. Did the cam spin the pin off the gear? Why lose of compression on entire side with no chain
slack at all? Thanks Was this answer helpful? Pass side cam jumped one tooth. Tensioner
failed. FYI the coil packs have seals on them, if theyre crap and loose, you will get a miss fire
code. The coils are junk. Its all back together, it will start running for about 2 min perfect, then
shut down, My guess is if applicable since the battery has been disconnected for so long, the
security system needs to be reset possibly? Theres no abnormal noises or anything, acts like
the injectors are just being shut off, fuel pressure test cranking was 59psi. Within spec. Any
help Ken? Same bank pass side. Whats up with these motors? If the chain is slapping the
tensioner it will fail. Also did you hear any strange noises while the engine was running? Best,
Ken Was this answer helpful? Whats up with these engines? It depends on who did this and
how long ago. Because this is an interference engine probably valves were bent. If it was done
by a shop then it should be warranted if done a short time ago. EXPERT If you are doing the
cam chains it is a fairly involved process and having the actual book in front of you is a great
thing. Using a vise, lightly compress the secondary chain tensioner piston until the piston step
is flush with the tensioner body Using a pin or suitable tool, release ratchet pawl by pulling pawl
back against spring force through access hole on side of tensioner. While continuing to hold
pawl back, Push ratchet device to approximately 2 mm from the tensioner body Install Special
Tool lock pin into hole on front of tensioner Fig. Slowly open vise to transfer piston spring force
to lock pin. Position primary chain tensioner over oil pump and insert bolts into lower two holes
on tensioner bracket. Tighten bolts to 28 Nm in. Install right side chain tensioner arm. Install the
left side chain guide. Tighten the bolts to 28 Nm in. Install left side chain tensioner arm. Install
the right side chain guide. Install both secondary chains onto the idler sprocket. Align two
plated links on the secondary chains to be visible through the two lower openings on the idler
sprocket 4 o'clock and 8 o'clock. Once the secondary timing chains are installed, position
special tool to hold chains in place for installation. Align primary chain double plated links with
the timing mark at 12 o'clock on the idler sprocket. Align the primary chain single plated link
with the timing mark at 6 o'clock on the crankshaft sprocket. Lubricate idler shaft and bushings
with clean engine oil. NOTE: The idler sprocket must be timed to the counterbalance shaft drive
gear before the idler sprocket is fully seated. Install all chains, crankshaft sprocket, and idler
sprocket as an assembly Fig. After guiding both secondary chains through the block and
cylinder head openings, affix chains with a elastic strap or the equivalent, This will maintain
tension on chains to aid in installation. Align the timing mark on the idler sprocket to the timing
mark on the counterbalance shaft drive gear, then seat idler sprocket fully Fig. Before installing
idler sprocket bolt, lubricate washer with oil, and tighten idler sprocket assembly retaining bolt
to 34 Nm 25 ft. NOTE: It will be necessary to slightly rotate camshafts for sprocket installation.
Align left camshaft sprocket "L" dot to plated link on chain. Align right camshaft sprocket "R"
dot to plated link on chain. Failure to do so can result in overtorque of bolt resulting in bolt
failure. Remove Special Tool , then attach both sprockets to camshafts. Remove excess oil from
bolts, then Install sprocket bolts, but do not tighten at this time. Verify that all plated links are

aligned with the marks on all sprockets and the "V6" marks on camshaft sprockets are at the 12
o'clock position. Install both secondary chain tensioners. NOTE: Left and right secondary chain
tensioners are not common. Remove all locking pins 3 from tensioners. After installing all
chains, it is recommended that the idler gear end play be checked Fig. The endplay must be
within 0. If not within specification, the idler gear must be replaced. Install timing chain cover
and crankshaft damper. Install cylinder head covers. NOTE: Before installing threaded plug in
right cylinder head, the plug must be coated with sealant to prevent leaks. That is why it is
much better to have the book. The procedure above is the correct method though. Good luck.
Images Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? I need to know how to reset the timing on the
3. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the
problem fixed. I guess something that will show how the cams and timing marks should be set
together. Need diagram of all alignment marks Do you. Here are diagrams to help you see how
to do the job check out the diagrams below. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Hello,
sorry for so many questions, But I am on a Jeep Lib. Otherwise you'll need to rent a book on
this as it's way to much for us to send to you Images Click to enlarge. Hello, so this jeep came
back after running fine for a week, pass. Thanks Was this answer. Found the problem. Yep
that's what I though it was as well, good find on that, did you get it fixed? Ok soooo. If the
security light is flashing then yes, close all doors and lock the drivers door, then wait 5 mins
and unlock the door, this should reset the system, please let me know what you find AL Was
this answer. Are all the chain guides okay? Best, Ken Was this answer. My engine Jumped
timing again. Since it jumped it can be a stretched chain as well as other parts. Need to know
how to set the timing and where timing marks should be at? If you are doing the cam chains it is
a fairly involved process and having the actual book in front of you is a great thing. I had to
have both heads sent out for valve jobs. Hello, here are the timing chain installation instructions
in the diagrams below to help you get the job done. This is cool, the installation steps are be
greatly appreciated. Also, would like the diagram of how the cams should be set as well. I would
need the installation steps, timing marks and a diagram would also be great appreciated. Please
login or register to post a reply. The Car Use To Shake. Now That The Sponsored links. Ask a
Car Question. It's Free! Toggle Navigation Factory Chrysler Parts. Categories About Us. Select a
Vehicle. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the
right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles
found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or
clicking of this link will close the Cart. Some restrictions apply. Home Jeep Liberty OEM Jeep
parts are manufactured by Jeep to maximize the performance of Jeep Liberty vehicles and
provide the certainty that the repair will be done right the first time. Parts that fit. Parts that
perform. Select a Jeep Liberty Driveline. We are your source for Factory Jeep Parts. Genuine
Jeep parts are the smart choice for repair, maintenance, or upgrade of your Jeep Liberty. When
you choose OEM parts for your vehicle, you're choosing to maintain the quality and reliability of
your vehicle, ensuring peak performance mile after mile. Our extensive inventory of parts is
maintained by the experienced professionals who know your vehicle best, so y
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ou can trust that you're getting the right parts every time with Factory Chrysler Parts. As a
leading Jeep parts provider online, we set ourselves apart from the crowd with our excellent
customer service, which you can reach by phone or email. Get the right parts for the right price,
right when you want them, with our simple, graphical parts catalog and fast shipping. If you
have any questions about parts, fitment or shipping, just ask. Our experienced staff of parts
specialists is standing by to help. Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Make yourself
comfortable. But as the driver, the majority of your enjoyment takes place in the interior cabin.
Factory Chrysler Parts. Average 4. Great layout. Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My
Information Testimonials. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please
verify any information in question with a sales representative.

